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PACIFIC CONTACT APPLICATION 
PETE SEEGER'S THE INCOMPLEAT FOLKSINGER 
 
TECH SHEET (Pacific Contact, Potential Presenters) 
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- all materials can be supplied by artist, but depending on travel circumstances, can also be 
supplied by presenter. Showcase needs are completely stripped down, due to air travel. 
 
FOR PACIFIC CONTACT:  

Artist supplies: 
- 2 mics: vocal (shure 58), instrument (shure 57) + 2 clips 
- mic stand + hardware/gooseneck to attach shure 57 
- wireless lapel mic 
- instruments (banjo, 12-string guitar) 
 
Venue supplies: 
- no set pieces required; if a carpet or stool are handy, can be added (extremely quick setup) 
- 2 standard mic cables (to centre stage) 
 
 
FOR ALL OTHER VENUES 

* For all other venues technical needs can be adapted to suit house size and budget. If air travel 
is necessary, shipping costs for set pieces will be an additional expense, or the presenter may 
opt to supply basic set (carpet, stool, bench, mic stand). 
 
Smaller Venues (under 100)  
– can work with available lighting (daylight, incandescent) 
- can operate without amplification (though even minimal support is appreciated) 
 
- artist supplies; instruments, hardware to adapt mic stand to 2 mics 
 
Larger Venues – Professional road houses – Theatres (100 – 500) 
- venue may choose to supply set pieces (as above); production values according to budget 
 
LIGHTING OPTIONS: 

1) General warm area lighting (as hung), with highlight on 3 areas (mic, stool, bench) 
 - potential for 1 spot special, depending on availability, tech time 
2) Artist can supply: full lighting plot, gels, gobos, cue sheet for tech (addition time and personnel 
required), and/or additional personnel (prod. st. manager, to be negotiated) 
 

SOUND: 

- Presenter supplies sound system (as above); artist supplies instruments, vocal/inst mics, 
hardware/gooseneck adapter (for stand) 
- show requires wireless mic (lapel style) – cost to be negotiated with artist 


